BENEFITS OF AN EDIBLE GARDEN
GROWING YOUR OWN EDIBLES WILL BENEFIT YOUR BODY,
YOUR MIND, YOUR SPIRIT, YOUR TASTEBUDS, YOUR KIDS,
YOUR WALLET, AND THE ENVIRONMENT.
HERE’S HOW:
You will know that the food you are eating is free from harmful pesticides and has not been
genetically modified.
The food you grow yourself always tastes so much better than anything you buy.
You will lower your carbon footprint and decrease food miles.
You will spend quality time with your kids, teaching them the importance of growing things and
being connected to nature and its cycles.
Gardening is good exercise.
Eating what you grow will help you stay healthy and give you a great sense of well-being.
You will save money since you won’t need to buy as much, because you’ll be supplementing your
diet with food straight out of your backyard.
You will feel a great sense of pride and satisfaction from providing food for yourself and your
family.

Your gratitude to Mother Nature for her ability to provide food will make you love nature even
more, and you will be less wasteful with food when you are growing it yourself—it’s a win for th
planet and also for you.

{Jason Busch © JPD Media + Design.}
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INTRODUCTION

There has never been a more exciting time to start an edible garden. Vertical, stackable, curbsid
rooftop, community, windowsill, recycled . . . The fruit and veggie patch is getting a makeover and, a
a result, our cities are too.

The global movement toward a more sustainable future has become a part of our everyday lif
whether you live in the city, the suburbs, or the country. It’s no longer a question of whether you ca
help, but how you can do it. People across the globe are reinventing, recycling, and reinvigorating th
way they live, creating a healthier future for the planet and generations to come.

A well-loved garden has a wonderful way of nurturing you, providing a sense of sanctuary and joy—
when you add edible plants it becomes holistic, a garden you can truly interact with. What could b
better than a productive garden that is as beautiful as it is functional?

How many times have you vowed to start growing your own edibles, but not known how or where
start? Or thought it was all too hard because you live in the city with little or no garden space? Or bee
put off because you thought it would cost a fortune? If this sounds like you, keep reading.

Here you will find delicious design ideas that you can adapt to suit your own space and lifestyle. I a
so grateful to the many visionary gardeners, communities, architects, chefs, and individuals from a
over the world who have generously shared the stories of their gardens. Read about them and b
inspired, as I have been.

I can’t wait to share with you my edible design philosophy, which is the product of three decades o
landscape design experience, plus ideas I have collected from my travels. Whether you live in a
apartment building, in a rental home, by yourself, or with a large family, this book will point you i
the right direction and offer solutions to growing your own edibles, that look great, no matter where o
how you live.

I hope this book will inspire you to design your own edible utopia. Embrace it, share it, and g
started!

{© Jason Busch.}

CHAPTER ONE

DELICIOUS DESIGN

Connect your space inside and out, then integrate edible plants you can
grow, smell, touch, eat, and share. With a few simple guidelines you can
design an edible garden that not only tastes delicious but also looks
incredible.

{Tonya McCahon © JPD Media + Design.}

DELICIOUS DESIGN – WHERE IT ALL BEGAN
THE OUTDOOR ROOM PHILOSOPHY

Before I get to my “Delicious Design Philosophy” for creating edible yet beautifully designed garden
that suit your lifestyle, I want to touch on my general philosophy for designing gardens, since this
where the idea was born. I call it “The Outdoor Room Philosophy,” and it’s all about creating garden
for people to live in, not just to look at from the kitchen window. Your garden, whether it’s a backyar
or a balcony, should be about lounging, dining, cooking, or bathing—or the whole lot. Think o
turning your house inside out and expanding all your favorite rooms into the outdoors. Give you
outdoor space a more meaningful purpose and make it a true extension of your home—think of it a
your new (outdoor) room. It’s about “Destination Design”—build it and they will come. By creatin
spaces that people relate to, where they will want to spend time, they will automatically reconne
with nature and stay awhile . . .

The success of a garden depends entirely on how it makes people feel. I’m passionate about creatin
what I call “The Human Garden” or “people-pockets”—spaces where people want to spend time. Gre
gardens are not just about grand gestures—they’re about the details that turn an ornamental garde
into a human space, encouraging people to interact with them by creating a sense of comfort, b
architecturally inviting or even seducing people into the great outdoors. Creating human spaces come
down to making destinations that draw people outside. It’s about intelligent, intuitive design th
recognizes the way we interact socially, and the way we relax and unwind.
Here are some things to consider:

Conversation corners: Incorporate plenty of different seating nooks in your garden. When people
are relaxed they spontaneously converse. Think about the purpose of each seat: do you want to
have a quiet chat with a loved one? If so, an L-shape or even C-shape help conversation, since the
encourage eye contact. Or do you want a daybed you can relax on? First consider how you want to
use the garden, then design it around that.
Dual purpose: I’m always looking for an opportunity to turn a retaining wall, a fence, or a corner
into a seating area. If your garden bed edges are wide enough (between 12 to 16 inches), they
automatically become a place to sit. If the change of level within the garden is around 11 to 20
inches, that’s another opportunity to incorporate seating-width retaining walls, inviting people to
stay awhile. There’s nothing like sitting in a sunken lounge area, surrounded by lush greenery.
Destination design: Do you want your friends to be able to gather round and share a meal, lounge
around an open fire at night, cook outside in a kitchen that feels like it should be inside? Do you
want a quiet nook for yourself where you can just meditate or read? You can create all these
destinations, and more, through clever design.
Garden magnets: Use focal points to draw people outside—you might choose a beautiful sculptur
or a spectacular accent plant. Once people are in the garden, make sure there is plenty to encourag
them to stay; take them on a journey and create a sense of intrigue and discovery.
Create warmth: To get the most out of your outdoor room in the cooler months, install a fire pit.
Humans have an almost primal attraction to fire and it is a wonderful way to encourage
conversation and connection.

LUXESCAPING

Another part of my garden design philosophy, and something that I am particularly passionate abou
is infusing a sense of luxury into every single garden I design. I call it luxescaping. Luxescaping
about luxury and functionality in equal measure, not just about creating expensive gardens. Everyda
comforts suddenly become special when created outdoors. Showering outside among ferns and pal
trees sounds pretty enticing, right? Cooking suddenly becomes more fun, and everything tastes bett
outside. Everyone wants to feel nurtured, especially if it is by nature.

If you want to luxescape your backyard, think about the things you love doing the most at home. D
you love reading? How about creating a reading nook in your backyard, with comfortable outdoo
fabric cushions, protected from harsh midday sun, wind or rain? Or if you love lying in the bat
consider installing an outdoor bathtub, surrounded by screen planting to ensure complete privacy.
did, and it is amazing!

Luxescaping your existing garden may be as simple as updating the furnishings. These days there is
huge range of fabulous outdoor fabrics you can use for cushions and lounges and even as curtains
your garden. Adding lighting is another simple way to luxescape your garden. Use lights to defin
different spaces, create ambience, and draw people outside at night. Hang a chandelier over you
outdoor dining table or uplight the elegant bare branches of a cherry or apple tree. Lighting can real
make a space feel special! Not to mention the fact that you get a twenty-four-hour garden instead of
twelve-hour one—double the use and impact.

GETTING CREATIVE WITH EDIBLES
The more I garden, the more I learn. I have now built up a library of plants in my head that I know I can rely on when I design a
garden.
Here are some ways I have used edibles over the years: bay trees or pomegranate for screens, rosemary for hedging, parsley and
sage for borders, apples and pears for raised pleached (entwined) aerial hedges, dill and parsnip for fine foliage movement in the
garden, artichokes for accent, pumpkins for ground covers, grapes and passion fruit for trellises and walls, fig trees for shady
canopies or garden ceilings, citrus and stone fruits for topiary ornamental trees.

EDIBLE GARDENS

My philosophy with edible gardens is exactly the same. The more liveable they are, the more tim
you’ll spend in them and the more you’ll value them. The more you value them, the more effort an
creativity you will give them. It’s simple—we nurture nature, and nature nurtures us.

There are some extra challenges with edibles because you are choosing plants for their produc
whereas garden designers typically choose plants for their shape, texture, and density. So, to create
successful edible garden where you can entertain, cook, or simply lounge about, choose plants th
provide the food you crave and the function you need. When you grow food you are creating a
interactive garden. It is a true labor of love—the more you put in, the more you get out.

Many fruit, vegetables, and herbs are seasonal, so to create garden beds that look good all year roun
you need to rely on plants that I call the bones of the design: steadfast evergreens and perennials th

add structure, form, and frame to the edibles, which are replanted from season to season. These mo
structural plants give your garden design the consistency it needs so you can give the sometime
unruly edibles the freedom they need to thrive.

To design with edibles you need to change your perception; don’t just look at the plant for its foo
value, consider its ornamental value as well. Shape, habit, color, texture, density—this is the wa
designers choose their palette.

You’ll soon discover there is an edible plant out there to perform almost every design trick in th
book. Your edible garden will look every bit as sexy as your neighbors’ purely ornamental gardens—
only you get a harvest of fresh food as a bonus.

{Tonya McCahon © JPD Media + Design.}

VITAMINS AND MINERALS

A
apricot
capsicum
carrot
dark leafy greens
green beans
mango
peas
pumpkin
sweet potato
tomato
yellow peaches

B
asparagus
avocado
banana
broccoli
cauliflower
corn
leafy greens
mushrooms
passion fruit
peas
potato
sweet potato

C
asparagus
blueberries
broccoli
Brussels sprouts
cabbage
capsicum
cauliflower
grapefruit
guava
kiwifruit
leafy greens
lemon
mango
orange
parsley
pawpaw

peas
strawberries
tomato

CALCIUM
almonds
brazil nuts
broccoli
leafy greens
watercress

D
gardening in the sunshine!

E
avocado
blackberry
corn
mango
parsnips
pear
plum
pumpkin
raspberry
spinach
sweet potato
tomato

IRON
apricot
cabbage
leafy greens
pumpkin seeds

K
asparagus
broccoli
Brussels sprouts
carrot

cucumber
dark leafy greens
lettuce
peas
spring onion

MAGNESIUM
almonds
apple
apricot
artichoke
avocado
banana
Brussels sprouts
corn
cucumber
grapefruit
leafy greens
pawpaw
peas
pumpkin
sweet potato

ZINC
leafy greens
nuts
pumpkin seeds

Not everyone has the luxury of building the edible utopia of their dreams, but if you choose th
right style of garden to suit your needs, your garden (and you!) will thrive. In this section, I tal
about the key elements of edible garden design—basically, you need to work out what you wan
to grow, what your site conditions are, what will best suit your lifestyle, and what design yo
want.

THE DELICIOUS DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
MENU

Growing edibles is easy and rewarding. First you need to decide what you want to eat, then you simp
plant. Let your menu be the driver, your masterplan. You can then work out how best to grow thos
foods in your conditions.

It’s all about what you love to eat. Be realistic about which edible plants you and your family wi
actually eat and how you want to eat them. Growing your own food is a golden opportunity to lear
about nutrition and well-being, so don’t just consider the flavors you love but the vitamins you need a
well (see the table). Think of the peace of mind you will have knowing that your food will be free o
toxic pesticides and is not genetically modified. This is very important to me and my family, as I’m
sure it is to you; we need to preserve our heirloom varieties.

One of the best ways to begin thinking about what you want to grow is to attach a yearly schedule
the fridge, showing your favorite plants grouped by climate zone and season: when to sow, when t
harvest, and when to let seed. Create a personalized list of seasonal foods, and you will be harvestin
the fruits of your own labor for the family table in no time.

We’re free to eat whatever we want even without a garden. Consider growing more unusual types o
fruits and vegetables, such as heirloom varieties that grow well and taste great. Heirloom plants a
open-pollinated cultivars, and were common in the past, but over the years have been discarded fo
more commercially viable varieties. Unlike modern hybrids, heirlooms have great flavor and som
have natural resistance to pests and disease. They have not been genetically engineered either.

Kids and edibles

In my experience, kids tend to write the rules on the fruit and vegetables they will eat. Busy paren
can very easily fall into the trap of giving them only the basics or their favorites.

One big bonus about growing your own edibles is that, if you get the kids involved, there is a pret
good chance that they will expand their fruit and veggie repertoire. They will love the fact th
Brussels sprouts grow off the stem of the plant, or that peanuts come out of the ground, just lik
potatoes and carrots. As they start to become more excited about where their food comes from, and th
fact that it seems to be growing out of thin air, kids will naturally become more adventurous abou
trying new foods.
Let’s face it—it’s far more exciting to pull a carrot out of the ground than a biscuit from the tin!

IF YOU VISIT MY WEBSITE, JAMIEDURIE.COM YOU CAN DOWNLOAD FOR FREE A
SEASONAL PLANT SOW & HARVEST CHART AS WELL AS A SEASONAL DESIGN FEATURE
AND PLANTING TIPS CHART.

CONDITIONS
Planning your edible garden

Good garden design is all about addressing not just your needs but also your plants’ needs, an
understanding your site’s constraints and opportunities. Ultimately, your aim is to create a space tha
is functional and attractive, with a mixture of carefully selected plants strategically placed where the
will best thrive—a place where people want to spend time.

Planning ahead is essential. You might want to work it out for yourself, or get a professional involve
at this stage. Either way, you need to spend some time in and around your garden, getting to know th
conditions, before you start. There are a number of questions worth asking yourself—it’s calle
conducting a functional analysis.
How do you currently use the garden?
How would you like to use your garden in the future?
What activities do you and your family imagine taking place within it?
How will the new plan affect the family pets?

Take a sheet of paper, draw the boundaries of your garden, and then mark where the house is. On
new piece of paper, write a list of all the ways you want to use your garden. It might include: readin
the weekend papers in a sun-drenched lounge area; lunching with the family in an outdoor dining are
with a barbecue; taking an afternoon nap in a nice shady spot; soaking in a spa (in privacy); catching
movie or a bit of sport on the TV outdoors with the family; or gathering round the eco-fireplace wi
friends in comfy armchairs for a cup of coffee and a chat. You get the idea.

Now, simply watch where the sun falls on your garden and mark bubbles on the plan showing wher
you want your activities to take place—where you want to position the furniture, the barbecue, the sp
the kids’ area, and the fireplace. If, for example, you only really use the garden in the afternoon, yo
would note where the sun falls in the backyard in the afternoon and place your chaise lounge there.
you have only one spot for your outdoor dining table and you see that it gets sun all day, you know yo
will need to use an umbrella, build a pergola, or plant the right edible shade tree. Make sure you als
take into account the shadowlines of the house and curious neighbors peeping into your backyard.

You have now designed a garden to suit your needs—the only thing left is to plug in the edible plant
Bear in mind that most edibles need at least four hours of direct sunlight a day, so they should b
planted in the parts of your garden that get reliable sun.

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
There are a number of things to consider when you are conducting your functional analysis—here are the main ones.
The basics

Draw an outline of the space and indicate:
access points
north, south, east, and west
gradient or slope
prevailing winds—is the site windy or sheltered?
Water
Do you have water access?
How much natural rainfall do you receive?
Can you integrate a water tank into your space?
Will you need irrigation?
Soil
Is it a sandy soil?
Is it a clay soil?
Does it drain well?
Are there depth restrictions?
What’s the soil’s pH level (acidic or alkaline)?
Light
Which areas are shady and which are sunny?
Are there any views to retain or block?
Are there any trees in the garden?
Will the canopy of any trees shade the
garden?

{illustration © JPD Media + Design.}
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This outdoor bath has made my Sydney garden my sanctuary. Placement is paramount, and my
outdoor bathtub was no exception. It gets good sun, the surrounding foliage creates privacy, and
I have food at my fingertips.

A microclimate

Some edibles can be taken out of their comfort zone by using innovative garden structures and clev
thinking to create a microclimate that is right for them. If you learn how to control the environme
like this, you will expand your available choices of edible plants.

Throughout my travels over the years, I have discovered all manner of interesting herbs, vegetable
fruits, and spices growing in extreme conditions in extraordinary places—locations where som
people would say it’s impossible to grow anything. One example is the incredible Himalaya
greenhouses, which are under snow for most of the year. Extreme temperatures will destroy a plant
cellular structure, causing sunburn (in hot climates) or frost damage (in freezing climates), and once
plant has had cellular damage there’s no turning back—the damage has to be pruned out to allow an
hope of regrowth. Greenhouses can help prevent that damage occurring. Technology and innovatio
have allowed people to leap over horticultural hurdles in a single bound. If you’re willing to create th

right microclimate, amazing things are possible.

Even within your own backyard there’ll be a number of different microclimates under trees or in sma
valleys, so don’t underestimate how far you can push the seasons or the plant species. Play with th
topography of the land; creating microclimates in dips and valleys and planting canopy trees are som
easy ways to control the environment.

To create a true microclimate, look at what makes your chosen edibles suffer or thrive. Then, all yo
need to do is provide protection from what makes the plant suffer, and serve up the elements th
make it thrive.

Heat and wind can increase transpiration, causing plants to lose both moisture and nutrients. You ca
plant large canopy plants to protect your edibles from harsh sun, although do make sure a litt
dappled sun can get through. A canopy will also protect the more delicate plants from frost, which ca
be incredibly harmful to plants. To protect your edibles from prevailing winds, you can plant dens
shrubs or thick hedges around them.

You’ll be wasting money unless the microclimate in your garden suits your edibles. The best way t
get the information that you need is to do your research and speak to your local nursery or a loc
expert—you will save yourself a lot of time and money in the long run.

{Jason Busch © JPD Media + Design.}

This shade structure creates an ideal microclimate for the plants it houses.

LIFESTYLE

Before you sit down to design your edible garden, there is one more thing you need to consider—you
lifestyle. What is the design that will fit in best with your lifestyle? You should factor in th
following:

Your budget

It is important to have a clear understanding of your project budget before you start, since that wi
determine what materials and plants you can afford and, therefore, the look and feel of your garden.

Your budget is also relevant at the next stage. Once you have your garden design, it’s up to you t
carry out the plan according to your budget. Be realistic about what’s possible. If you are planning t
design something on a grand scale, always consider seeking advice from an expert—high-end desig
comes at a price. Remember that you can have a wonderful edible garden without spending a fortun
—growing food requires just plants (or seeds), sunlight, water, and time. If you can afford to do it a
at once, then go for it. But if you need to roll out the plan over a longer period of time, I suggest yo
start your growing investment with the more permanent bones of the garden, as they will take a whi
to establish.

Your time
Do you have any time restraints? More to the point, what time do you have?

Be realistic about what time you have available. Set yourself an achievable goal, such as spending te
minutes a day nurturing your plants. It’s different for everyone—whether you are at home most of th
day or at work most of the day, it’s all about designing a garden and choosing the plants to suit you
lifestyle. It might help if you think of time spent in the garden as free therapy!

Your space

Edibles can be integrated into any space, no matter how big or small. We come in all shapes and size
and so do plants, so make sure you choose the right companions for you! Be practical about you
choice of garden design and always run large plans or additions by your local government agency.
it’s your first edible garden, it’s a good idea to start small—as your gardening knowledge an
confidence grow, so will the scope of your garden. Here are a few ideas for different spaces.

Family spaces
You will have covered this already when you completed your functional analysis, but I wanted to giv
you a friendly reminder. If you have the space, try to create zones and outdoor rooms so everyone ca
enjoy the garden in different ways. Consider creating a safe, child-friendly nook that’s hidden awa
so kids can claim a space as their own and the grown-ups don’t have to contend with the mess. Th
will provide kids with independence, creative freedom, and memories of playing in the garden th

will last a lifetime. Of course, it’s also important to create areas for adult retreat and downtime!

{Jason Busch © JPD Media + Design.}

Rented spaces
Ease of mobility and portable structures are vital when you move around a lot. You can put castors o
wheels onto just about any garden structure or opt for small pots or vertical walls to give yo
maximum flexibility. Growing plants in portable structures allows you to shift their location to catc
the sun, and also makes it easy when you move. The veggie gardens at my own home are quick
install and without fixed bases, so they can be easily transported—they are like giant egg rings!

Shared spaces
University students are not the only ones who share their spaces. Communal, multi-generational livin
is a fact of life these days and it’s important to consider how to share a garden as well as a fridge. A
with many things, communication is key, and using a few labels to stake your claim comes in hand
too. Gardening together is a fun, healthy way to connect with the people you live with. You’ll actuall
find that it becomes a whole new way to socialize—I call it the “garden glue.”

Community spaces
Whether you live in an urban, suburban, or rural area, community gardens are a destination for peop
of like minds to come together. Community spaces are popping up all over the country, and around th
globe. They are a great way for people with no available space to get together and share the reward
that an edible garden can bring. Many hands, and minds, make light work. You can join an existin
community garden or enlist some friends and start one yourself.

{© Jamie Durie.}

DESIGN

Now for the fun bit. Once you have done your homework and figured out what works for you, you
conditions, and your lifestyle, you’re free to design to your heart’s content.

Start with a design plan—you can do it yourself, or work with a professional. Either way, ask yourse
the following questions:

Are there any personal elements or design features that you would like to include in the design?
Is there a particular style of garden you like or dislike?
What materials, designs, and colors have you used in your house? How can you bring them out int
the garden?
Look through magazines and browse the Internet for inspiration. And remember—there’s no reaso
why a productive garden can’t be as beautiful as an ornamental one. As I mentioned, I even have a
outdoor bath next to my veggie patch in the front garden (see the photo). Once you plant for privac
anything is possible!

I like to design with color and shapes in mind. You also need to consider height, future growth, an
seasonal constraints, as what’s colorful now may not be next season.

Designing with color

When it comes to edibles, composing a living color palette can be slightly tricky, but also quite fu
Some of the most beautiful and unexpected colors come from everyday fruits and vegetables—an
even herbs. It’s just that we don’t usually consider edibles from a design perspective.

When you focus purely on color, your palette will start to jump out at you. You’ll notice the red stem
on rhubarb; the bright yellows and magentas in spinach leaves; kale is an obvious showstopper; whi
rosemary and oregano provide a stable, muted backdrop. There’s nothing as vivid, in terms of gree
as a dense mass of parsley. The fruit of cumquats, mandarins, lemons, and oranges are long lastin
and durable, while the silver serrated leaves of the artichoke and the architectural stature of
pineapple make great accents.

{Jason Busch © JPD Media + Design.}
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